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INTRODUCTION
Our Strategic Goal
We are continuously working to provide a range of child and youth services that are:

Innovative

Equitable

Quality





Evidence-informed
Cost-effective
Responsive





Support access
Address inequities
Increase inclusion





Improve functioning
Lower wait times
Positive experiences

Inherent in its strategic goal, CCTB is committed to ensuring that programs and services are
meeting the needs of its clients. The Client Experience Questionnaire (CEQ) is an organized
process to elicit and analyze valuable feedback which ultimately helps to:


Identify opportunities for continuous improvement



Ensure that resources are allocated effectively



Develop a proactive response to emerging issues



Provide validation and feedback to clients



Understand what clients want and need as opposed to what we “think” they want and need

CCTB’s Commitment to Client Feedback
Feedback from clients is vitally important to CCTB as it
allows us to monitor quality through service experiences and
expectations. This valuable information is used to inform
decision-making and strategic planning which is particularly
important for many public service organizations like CCTB,
that face the never ending challenge of achieving balance
between increasing demands for programs and services with
ongoing funding limitations. CCTB strives to be transparent
and accountable to the community and clients it serves.
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CEQ Blitz Process
At CCTB, an agency-wide CEQ occurs during a time-limited “blitz” at a minimum of every two years.
This process was initiated in 2010 and has occurred bi-annually since then as a “quality” priority. Most
recently a CEQ blitz occurred from Monday April 30 to Friday May 11, 2018. During this 10-day period,
clients (adults and youth) were greeted at the front entrance of CCTB’s main office by CCTB
employees and Parent Council members. Clients were asked if they would be willing to complete a
Client Experience Questionnaire.
These surveys were also offered to clients at community
locations (e.g. Stat Unit, Day Treatment, Schools, Special
Needs Resources Program and other services offered in rural
communities in the district). Upon completion of the survey,
participants were offered a $2.00 gift card for Tim Horton’s.
Most participants completed a paper survey on-site although
some completed an electronic version on a computer tablet. As
the paper surveys were completed, they were submitted for
electronic input through Survey Monkey. Approximately 45
CCTB employees participated during the “blitz” representing a
wide range of programs, services and roles within the
organization.

Design of Survey Questions
Several questions in the survey were similar to those used in previous years, allowing for some key
comparisons. However, the overall theme integrated within the survey centred on the values of CCTB.

OUR VALUES:
Be respectful, honest, compassionate and fair.

Embrace diversity and support inclusion.

Collaborate and build partnerships.

Take responsibility and be accountable.

Strive for learning, growth and excellence.

Lead, serve and say thank you.
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Continuous Improvement
Based on lessons learned in the previous blitz, the QA committee made some changes to the
CEQ process in 2018 including:


Input on the actual survey questions was sought directly from
youth, parents, employees and Management Leadership Team;
changes were made based on this feedback



The hours for the blitz were extended into evening hours
(to 6 p.m. on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday)



Parents were involved in offering the survey



The survey was offered in French



Computer tablets were made available in the office with the
option of completing an electronic survey



A Web link was made available to SNRP clients



Participants were asked to name the services/programs they
were involved in at CCTB in order to obtain more detailed data

Responses



A total of 251 parents (compared to 312 in 2016)
participated in the survey (identifying themselves as a
parent, guardian or caregiver)



A total of 110 youth (compared to 60 in 2016)
participated, identifying their age as 12 years of age and
older



Overall, there were 361 responses in total (compared to
372 in 2016)



4 parents and 7 youth completed the French Survey
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RESULTS OF THE CLIENT EXPERIENCE QUESTIONNAIRE

PART ONE: OPENING QUESTIONS

Parents: Do you have a child/youth receiving services at CCTB?

6%

Yes
No

94%

Parents: Are you receiving services at CCTB?

45%

Yes
No

55%
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Parents: How many of your children/youth are receiving services at CCTB?

Number of Children/Youth

Overall Percentage

1 child/youth

~ 80%

More than 1 child/youth

~ 17%
(with a few up to 4)

No children/youth

~ 3%
(suggesting they were involved in parenting
services only)

Parents: What is/are their ages?

60

50

55%
47%

38%

40

30%
30

20

15%

15%

10

0

0-6 yo

7-12 yo

2016

13-18 yo

2018
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Youth: How old are you?
40
35
30

24%

25

20%

19%

20

16%
13%

15

9%

10

14%

14%

16%

14%

11%

9%
5%

5

2% 2%

4% 4%

2%

0% 1%

0
10 yo

11 yo

12 yo

13 yo

14 yo

2016
2016: 60 Youth Participants (~ 57 Responses)

15 yo

16 yo

17 yo

18 yo

>18 yo

2018

2018: 110 Youth Participants (~ 97 Responses)

PROGRAM/SERVICES
Participants were asked an open question about the programs/services they were currently involved
in. Some identified multiple services while others did not answer this question at all (45 parents and 20
youth skipped this question). 205 parents and 90 youth responded to this question. The following is a
breakdown of programs/services of those who responded to this question in actual numbers.
Program/Service

Parents

Youth

Autism Services

16

1

Counselling Services

88

46

Day Treatment

7

0

Learning Assessment

3

0

Parenting Services

7

1

Residential Services (STAT)

2

4

School Social Work

4

33

Special Needs Resources Program

13

0

Speech/Language Services

62

1

Supervised Access Program

29

2

2

1

Walk-In Counselling
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PART TWO: COMMON RATING QUESTIONS
Parents/Youth were asked to rate their level of agreement with 9 KEY statements below.
1. While Receiving Services at CCTB, I am always treated with respect (e.g. reception, phone
calls, appointments etc.)
100%
80%

87%
74%

60%
40%
10%

20%

22%
0% 1%

2% 4%

1% 1%

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

N/A

0%
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Parents

Youth

COMMENTS:
Parents:

Youth:

“I am treated with respect”
“Discussions with RT, reports on visits/observations”
“Depends on who is working”
“All staff are very helpful and supportive”
“XXX is friendly….supporting to us”

“Everyone is super respectful”
“Both agree and disagree”

2. CCTB embraces my culture, values & diversity (e.g. language, gender, traditions,
spirituality, ethnicity, LGBTQ+ etc.).
100%
80%
60%

68%

63%
30%

40%
15%

20%

0% 0%

2% 4%

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

14%

3%

0%
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Parents

N/A

Youth

COMMENTS:
Parents:

Youth:

“This is only my 2nd appointment. We have not got that far to
see”
”As a grandparent”
“Because of the questions I saw and read it on the paper”
“Agree, but we are a white, cis-het couple with no specific
religion or applicable traditions”

“I am just a straight white girl? But she is too so
I hope she embraces me”
“LGBTQ+ is underlined”
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3. I am pleased with the quality of communication I have with CCTB ( i.e. verbal, non-verbal,
written etc.)
100%
80%

78%
61%

60%

36%

40%

18%

20%

1% 0%

2% 4%

1% 0%

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

N/A

0%
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Parents

Youth

COMMENTS:
Parents:

Youth:

“Could have received more timely response with regard to appointment times, intake approval, etc.
“Reminders that I am still on the list make me feel important”
“One Access Exchange person had accepted gift from step-mom of ex-partner/relationship
unaware of”

“Referral”

4. CCTB reminds me of my strengths.
100%
80%
60%

51%

43%

40%

51%
28%

18%

20%

1% 2%

2% 4%

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

1%

0%
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Parents

N/A

Youth

COMMENTS:
Parents:

Youth:

“Recognize professionalism in other agencies while provide service to children and youth”
“Always telling what a great job as a mom I am doing”
“Not sure if this is applicable to me (as a parent, not direct client)”
“Always positive feedback for child and myself, helpful suggestions”
“This is only my 2nd appointment. So we have not gone into much details”
“Even when I don't ask”
“I am always being told how good we're doing with XXX and encouraged on what I can do”
“This is for age 9-10”
“For the most part, yes”
“It relaxes me. I am already on the right path”
“XXX always boosts my day!”
“I would appreciate any form of positive feedback - whether it be by some sort of written or
verbal form of how I am fairing in the program, how I might improve, etc.”

“Have just started”
“I can be myself”
“Urge to help
others in need”
“That I am worthy
to be in class”
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5. The information I am provided by CCTB is easy to understand (i.e. pamphlets, reports,
handouts etc.).
100%
80%
60%

71%
49%

40%

45%
23%

20%

0%

2%

2%

2%

3%

2%

0%
Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Parents

Strongly
Disagree

N/A

Youth

COMMENTS:
Parents:

Youth:

“Good presentation of materials”
“The information is explained well”
“Sometimes it's nice to be "handheld" through it all because it can be overwhelming”
“I believe that both myself, my child (and my family) as a whole would benefit from any
(and all) available (extra) info on a variety of topics to review at home”

“It can get difficult”

6. CCTB involves other professionals in my services when necessary (e.g. school, physician,
other organizations etc.).
100%
80%
60%

62%
39%

39%

40%

19% 15%

15%

20%

2%

4%

2%

3%

0%
Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Parents

Strongly
Disagree

N/A

Youth

COMMENTS:
Parents:

Youth:

“Not sure. Haven't needed to involve anyone else”
“When I give consent. I am always asked about consent”
“Also works well with the school”
“Networking with community agencies and professionals is great”
“XXX contacts my son's day care and works with Superior Hearing”
“CCTB has been invaluable in setting up necessary services”
“Very grateful for involvement with other organizations”
“Currently involved in my case management reintegration plan”
“There hasn't been an occasion whereas other professionals have been required
(except once, I believe a youth counselor was requested)”

“Seulement au
besoin” (only when
needed)
“Haven't really had
the need to so far”
“College/Upgrade”
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7. I feel like CCTB has a partnership with me (and my family) in the services I/we receive.
100%
80%
60%

71%
48%

44%

40%

21%

20%

1% 3%

3% 3%

4% 2%

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

N/A

0%
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Parents

Youth

COMMENTS:
Parents:

Youth:

“Very helpful with speech”
“I haven't had enough meetings to say this to be true or false”
“It is a great children's centre for my daughter. It has really helped”
“I am not sure where our family would be without this service. Thank You!”
“They are always amazing. Makes me feel at home”
“Good info sharing with involved parties”
“Absolutely!”
“I do not feel as if any "partnership" has been formed, or that any real effort has been
made to find an alternative resolution for my family's issues - I do however, understand
that there is only a certain amount that this particular program is mandated to accomplish”

“XXX/Mom”
“Both agree and
disagree”

8. CCTB tries to accommodate my unique needs (e.g. child care, transportation, schedule,
interpreters, learning needs, etc.).
100%
80%
60%
40%

56%

43%

38%
24%

16%

20%

2% 4%

2% 4%

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

11%

0%
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Parents

N/A

Youth

COMMENTS:
Parents:
“Need appointment late in the day. CCTB is very accommodating”
“Never been offered this”
“Was able to work with my shift work when scheduling appointments”
“They have always worked around my husband's schedule”
“Appointments arranged around my schedule”
“Perfect that they now come to XXX has really helped in a big way”
“Allowed me to sit in on group when my son was too anxious”

* No comments from youth
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9. CCTB values my point of view and offers me choices about the services I receive.
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

67%
52%
42%
27%

0%
Strongly Agree

Agree

1%

Disagree

Parents

2%

3%

Strongly
Disagree

4%

2%

N/A

Youth

COMMENTS:
Parents:
“Always without hesitation”
“Great suggestions”
“Discussion made for continued support for my son without my input”
“?”

* No comments from youth

FURTHER ANALYSIS
The results of the common rating questions were analyzed further. There were 9 key statements that
participants were asked to rate. In order to draw greater clarity, the “Not Applicable (N/A)” responses
were excluded and recalculated. In an effort to strive for excellence, comparisons were made across
each question in the “Strongly Agree” response rate only.
9 KEY QUESTIONS:
Please check the response that reflects how you feel about the following statements:
Q #1. While receiving services at CCTB, I am always treated with respect (reception, phone calls, appointments etc.).
Q #2. CCTB embraces my culture, values & diversity (language, gender, traditions, spirituality, ethnicity, LGBTQ+ etc.).
Q #3. I am pleased with the quality of communication I have with CCTB (verbal, non-verbal, written etc.).
Q #4. CCTB reminds me of my strengths.
Q #5. The information I am provided by CCTB is easy to understand (pamphlets, reports, handouts etc.).
Q #6. CCTB involves other professionals in my services when necessary (school, physician, other organizations etc.).
Q #7. I feel like CCTB has a partnership with me (and my family) in the services I/we receive.
Q #8. CCTB tries to accommodate my unique needs (childcare, transportation, schedule, interpreters, learning needs etc.).
Q #9. CCTB values my point of view and offers me informed choices about the services I receive.
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Percentages of rating responses for Strongly Agree only (with N/A excluded)
100
90
80

89%
75%

79%

70

79%

77%

73%
65%

74%
67%

70%

61% 62%

60

53%

50%

50

46%

43%

45%

43%

40
30
20
10
0
Q#1

Q#2

Q#3

Q#4

Q#5

Parents

Q#6

Q#7

Q#8

Q#9

Youth

Colour Code:
Rating of 70 % or higher
Rating of 60 % to 69%
Rating of 59 % or lower
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PART THREE: COMMON SCALING QUESTION
Parents/Youth were asked to choose one of 10 ratings to the question below.
10. Rate your overall experience with services at CCTB.

Youth

Parents
52%

39%
20%
0% 1% 0% 0%

5%

24%
18% 19%

10%
1%

0% 0% 0% 0%

4% 1% 6%

10. Rate your overall experience with services at CCTB cont’d.

COMPARISONS between parents and youth
100%
90%
WEIGHTED AVERAGE
Parents: 9.04 (246 Responses)
Youth:
8.77 (103 Responses)

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Parents

0%

0%

0%

0%

4%

1%

6%

18%

19%

52%

Youth

0%

1%

0%

0%

5%

1%

10%

20%

24%

39%
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PROGRAMS/SERVICES BREAKDOWN
AUTISM SERVICES
Weighted Average Rating:

Parents - 9.5 (16 responses)

Youth - 9 (1 response)

COMMENTS:
Parents:
“Staff and services are excellent. Wait time a bit long but, overall we are very pleased”
“Very supportive staff, couldn't do this without them”
“CCTB is great”
“My son has been tested and has received therapy from 2 different therapists. Both have been very kind,
transparent and reasonable in expectation. The front office is also staffed with efficient and kind personnel”
“I have, literally, nothing to suggest towards improvements”
“The services we have received are given with respect and thoughtfulness, and make us feel welcome and
supported”
“We are very pleased with the services”
“My children always look forward to coming in! I always feel as though I am informed and my children are in
good hands!”
“I've always received great information. I never have to wait long to hear back if someone is not available
immediately. Everyone has been incredibly helpful, friendly and supportive”
“My son has loved his speech sessions with XXX, she was amazing. And we have continued to receive amazing
support from XXX at XXX’s Little Lion's daycare”

Youth:
“It good”

COUNSELLING SERVICES
Weighted Average Rating:

Parents - 9 (88 responses) Youth - 9 (42 responses)

COMMENTS:
Parents:
“We received quick access to services by accessing the Walk-In Counseling services offered – 3 appointments
with worker immediately which made waiting for permanent”
“Still new to service, so far accommodating to child's needs”
“I have only had 1 session with my worker so I have not been able to get a feel on how I will like it or not”
“Services are great, but wait lists are long”
“This is a good service for my daughter. It has really helped her”
“They work as a team to go above and beyond to try and solve child/home problems. They are always willing to
listen”
“Short waitlist”
“Everyone has been friendly, supportive and encouraging”
“All staff that we have dealt with have been extremely understanding and accommodating”
“Receiving lots of good information applicable to our situation”
“Zero complaints, have received good communication”
“It has been an overall good experience with the service”
“Very compassionate, super committed to helping my son”
“Have not dealt with very much, few years ago and today is our first time here”
“Though the wait list can be long once you're here it's a fantastic place”
“It's our first meeting with the counselor, she is very kind and understanding. She made the session very
comfortable”
“Better than the last time I was involved”
“Totally been supportive in all aspects. Counselor has been excellent and goes over and above to facilitate our
wellness”
“Our situation just has many different people involved which makes things challenging”
“They've always been helpful, but wait lists are too long”
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COUNSELLING SERVICES CONT’D
Parents:
“We worked with a student social worker who has gone above and beyond to be helpful, lots of support and
ideas have been shared
“Outstanding”
“Flexible with my peculiar family needs, supportive, encourage family participation, no concerns so far”
“My child very much enjoys his time here and the services he has been receiving seems to really be helping him”
“Helpful, polite, respectful, quick responses to calls - easy to access appointments”
“Everyone is kind and willing to help me”
“It is a great experience. My wife and I are working with the CCTB to help our son manage his ADHD and the
CCTB are helping me understand what my son is going through and teaching me how to manage my feelings”
“All the case workers make it their priority to put my child and I first”
“I have never had any issues with any of the services me and my children received and the staff go
above and beyond and do an excellent job”

Youth:
“Just started”
“The counselors here are very supportive and kind. They help me out a lot with pinpointing my
struggles and aid me in taking steps to improve my mental health”
“I am always treated respectfully and CCTB has helped me cope with my struggles”
“I have always enjoyed coming here. I feel comfortable here and I'm grateful for the services here”
“XXX is an amazing worker and she is very capable of giving aid and making me feel supported”
“It has been amazing service. I feel very involved and feel like I have a say. I feel respected but of course
nothing is perfect”
“Very hopeful, the waiting 1st was slightly long. But when "picked up" I've received excellent service”
“I am provided with excellent strategies to help combat my OCD”
“It's a welcoming place and I feel comfortable when I'm here”
“I'll rate it a 5 because I never really liked counseling but this please looks calm and safe. It's "ok” for me”
“I get the help I need”
“Always happy receptionist”

DAY TREATMENT
Weighted Average Rating:

Parents - 8.7 (7 responses) Youth - N/A

COMMENTS:
Parents:
“More! Day Treatment Program has absolutely changed our family for the better. XXX can manage his emotions
way better and actually enjoys school. Going to miss the staff @ Day Treatment though”
“It has been an overall good experience with the service”
“Great service which has helped with my child's learning and our parenting”
“I feel that every 6 months or a year a full initial reassessment of client needs. Also family need can be
reassessed. We get so focused on one issue at hand other children may be showing signs of stress that we
need to reassess”
“We just finished the day treatment program with our oldest. Was amazing!”

LEARNING ASSESSMENT SERVICES
Weighted Average Rating:

Parents - 8 (2 responses) Youth - N/A

COMMENTS:
Parents:
“Minimal experience, meeting for educational assessment for child”
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PARENTING SERVICES
Weighted Average Rating:

Parents - 8.6 (7 responses)

Youth - 10 (1 response)

COMMENTS:
Parents:
“Was not kept up to date about my son's progress, was hard to get a call back”
“They work as a team to go above and beyond to try and solve child/home problems. They are always willing to
listen”

* No comments from youth
SHORT TERM ASSESSMENT AND TREATMENT (STAT) RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
Weighted Average Rating: Parents - 6 (1 response) Youth - 8 (3 responses)
COMMENTS:
Youth:
“I feel STAT isn't meeting all of my needs. But those needs might not be able to be completed by anyone but
myself”

* No comments from parents
SCHOOL SOCIAL WORK SERVICES
Weighted Average Rating:

Parents - 8.5 (4 responses)

Youth - 8.9 (33 responses)

COMMENTS:
Youth:
“c'est trais varide et m'aide beaucoup”
“En general, mon experience des services fourni ā l’ēcole sont très bonne, mais j’aimerias si les services seront
offert plus souvent”
“The two I've had the pleasure of meeting are absolutely amazing. They help me through my problems. I
understand when I just need to rant it out. I love her!”
“I love that I get services at school”
“She's really nice. She listens to me and always finds time when I need her”
“My counselor has helped me a lot, I feel very supported”
“It's really good”
“Good overall experience”
“I started seeing XXX when she first came to my school 2 years ago and she has been a complete
savior and good advocate for me to improve my mental health”
“It has its ups and downs”
“She's really nice and helpful”
“Been going extremely well. I've been going way better than I was when I first came in”
“Really sweet and understanding”

* No comments from parents
SPECIAL NEEDS RESOURCES PROGRAM
Weighted Average Rating:

Parents - 9.4 (13 responses) Youth - N/A

COMMENTS:
Parents:
“Always respectful and keep us informed”
“Though the wait list can be long once you're here it's a fantastic place”
“Working with XXX and CCTB has exceeded my expectations. XXX is highly professional, compassionate and
empowers us with her support and knowledge”
“I've always received great information. I never have to wait long to hear back if someone is not available
immediately. Everyone has been incredibly helpful, friendly and supportive”
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SPEECH/LANGUAGE SERVICES
Weighted Average Rating:

Parents - 9.5 (62 responses)

Youth - 10 (1 response)

COMMENTS:
Parents:
“My child has improved so much with speech services here”
“Positive/ useful”
“Helped my child excel in his weaknesses. Our experience has been nothing short of spectacular”
“Staff and services are excellent. Wait time a bit long but, overall we are very pleased”
“Overall positive experience for my son. We noticed a difference in his speech after the first session”
“Everything has been amazing and very informative. And everyone we worked with has been amazing”
“Very good with my toddler son, very friendly”
“Always feels like we cover what is necessary. Satisfied with everything”
“Awesome, there is always room for growth and improvement though”
“Very supportive staff, couldn't do this without them”
“Everyone we have seen has been very friendly with my son, has had age appropriate activities that were a fun
way for my son to work on his sounds (speech)”
“Wait time was quicker than expected and easy access to resources”
“Always respectful and keep us informed”
“Though the wait list can be long once you're here it's a fantastic place”
“Everyone is kind and caring”
“Great experience for my child. Would like to have more hands on tasks I can take home to work with”
“All the work they have put into XXX has made a great transformation. Thanks XXX”
“I have, literally, nothing to suggest towards improvements”
“The services we have received are given with respect and thoughtfulness, and make us feel welcome and
supported”
“Satisfactory - marked improvement in my child's speech”
“Every question I have is always answered and beyond helpful, we love coming here”
“We get all help and supports for my son's childcare needs and traditions to JK school. He is receiving speech
and Language and early learning support which are very good. All staff are experienced, helpful, supportive and
friendly”
“My son has loved his speech sessions with XXX, she was amazing. And we have continued to receive amazing
support from XXX at XXX’s Little Lion's daycare”

* No comments from youth
SUPERVISED ACCESS PROGRAM
Weighted Average Rating:

Parents - 8.6 (28 responses)

Youth - 6.5 (2 responses)

COMMENTS:
Parents:
“Excellent service but only 2 hours per week so I don't see my children often enough”
“Room is too small, no access to outdoors, toys are outdated. Most of the workers are quite friendly and attempt
to be understanding of a very delicate situation”
“All the staff have been professional and put the best interest of the child first”
“Very pleased with the service we use”
“The only thing that can be improved would be the hours of operation. Safe Exchanges only operate Friday to
Sunday. If there were occasional weekdays offered that would be great. I would be willing to pay a higher fee for
this service”
“I have never had a problem, supervised exchange supervisor XXX and other staff have always been
understanding to our crazy schedules and accommodating”
“I would have preferred not to use the service, it is unfortunate that it became the only option. But the service
itself has been great, although it does eat time and can affect flexibility of schedule”
“Now starting the Access Centre with our middle child. Everything has been amazing”
“I have never had any issues with any of the services me and my children received and the staff go
above and beyond and do an excellent job”
“CCTB is a truly amazing resource for my family. Kind, compassionate, knowledgeable and helpful.
The program we are in is so positive and appreciated”
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SUPERVISED ACCESS PROGRAM CONT’D
Youth:
“All of the rules”

WALK-IN COUNSELLING SERVICES
Weighted Average Rating:

Parents - 8.5 (2 responses)

Youth - 10 (1 response)

COMMENTS:
Parents:
“Thunder Bay is the only city I know of that offers walk-in counselling services. CCTB has been a consistent
source of help and support for the past 27 years of single-parenting and grandparenting. During times of
extreme stress or grieving I have always appreciated the professional, positive interaction I've had with staff”

* No comments from youth

OTHER (Non-Specified Programs/Services)
COMMENTS:
Parents:
“Elle aide ā mes duex enfants, etc leurs donnes une bonne experience pendent les services”
“Personnel toujour prêt à touver/suggērer les outils necessaire/pertinent a nos besoins”
“Excellent support and very positive interactions! XXX and XXX are amazing!”
“CCTB has been extremely helpful and has been child-focused without fail. The services and recommendations
have helped my child tremendously”
“They have always tried their best to be there for me”
“The wait list is long for speech assessment therapy”
“The workers are always helpful, honest and kind”
“Talking back a lot”
“The staff XXX, she helps each steps for improving my son habits to become socialize because he has no
relatives in the town. He raised alone with us even we are students we are unable to provide him time. By CCTB
staff help day care staffs paid more attention to our son to improve his socialization”
“We are just getting started but So far everything has been great”
“I get good treatment here. The only thing is I have an 8 because I am not the most thrilled about stuff”
“Any service that might be beneficial our case manager jumps to call us, or if there's an opening last minute in
groups she calls right away”
“I have loved my son's workers. I can't express how amazing and blessed we are to have been involved with
CCTB”

Youth:
“The people here are very kind and I feel comfortable here”
“It's really good I just don't really like opening up and talking to people”
“Amazing”
“I have not come very often yet, more or less just starting”
“Supportive Parents”
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PART FOUR: COMMON MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTION
Parents/Youth were asked to choose all that apply to the question below.
11. Please tell us what challenges or barriers can get in the way for you in getting services at

CCTB.

Options

Youth

Parents

28%
16%

15%

Lack of Child Care

3%

13%

Work Schedule

22%

Lack of Money/Finances

8%

39%
8%

54%
8%

22%
5%
15%

Language

24%
0%

Wait List

19%

54%

Hours of Operation
Location

Personal Schedule/Commitments
Lack of Support (family, friends etc.)
Transportation

8%

2%

An “OTHER” option was also offered with a request to specify
Relevant Responses:
Parents:












My daughter and I have health issues and go day to day
Child's schedule
Not enough access
Infant child-minding arrangements, more flexible with after work/weekend appointments
Limited availability of counselor who services Asperger’s children
It was a 2 month wait
Nap and sleep schedule of child
School schedule for me (mother)
ASD Assessment for older child
I work shift work so my schedule is the conflict. Nothing on CCTB’s end
The waitlist for both speech and autism screening is terrible

Youth:


School

OTHER COMMENTS (Adults):




Worker accommodates our late work schedules that allow us to attend as a couple
Workers very accommodating to my schedule
Was easy to access this time, previously we were not given many options
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COMPARISONS OF TOP 3 CHALLENGES OR BARRIERS:
100

90

80

Number of Responses

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

0
Hours

Location Childcare

Work

Schedule
Lack of
Finances /Commit
Support
ments

Transpor
Language Wait List
tation

Parents

26

13

22

66

14

38

9

25

4

92

Youth

21

12

2

16

6

40

6

18

0

14

Percentages based on number of overall responses:

Parents

1. Wait List: 54%

2. Work Schedule: 39%

3. Personal Schedule/
Commitments: 22%

Youth

1. Personal Schedule/
Commitments: 54%

2. Hours of Operation: 28%

3. Transportation: 24%
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PART FIVE: SCALING QUESTIONS
Participants were asked to choose one of 11 ratings to the questions below.
12. Parents: Are things better for your child/youth as a result of the services received at CCTB?
Youth: Are things better for you as a result of the services received at CCTB?
Parents: Are things better for you as a result of the services received at CCTB?
45
40
35

Percentages

30
25
20
15
10
5
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Parents (re: child/youth)

1

0

0

0.5

13

5

10

12.5

7

35

16

Youth

0

1

0

0

9.5

1

15

9.5

8

41

15

Parents (re: self)

1

0

0.5

2

9.5

4.5

10

15

11

33

13.5

NO not at all

SOMEWHAT

YES
DON’T KNOW
significantly
too soon

COMMENTS:
Parents (re: child/youth):
“Improving”
“The only reason I did not rate 10 is because our Grandson has only had a handful of lessons. So changes are
minimal at this time. Overall I couldn't be happier with his counselor and the staff here. It is a nice additional to
our chaotic life right now”
“I see improvements in my child as a result of the services at CCTB considering his personal circumstances
(Autism and sensory issues)”
“Thanks to services we receive at CCTB, we are more confident for our child success in life”
“Again just getting started”
“XXX was an amazing worker. He was great with my son. he advocated for us with doctors, school, helped us in
a million and one ways. Very easy to speak to and we as a team always worked well together”
“Too early to get full benefit”
“We have noticed huge improvements in our child's development”

Youth:
“She helped me with my school issues a lot”
“Less anxiety”

Parents (re: self):
“Doesn't relate to me on a personal level as parent/caregiver”
“I have less worry for my child development as a parent”
“Too early to get full benefit”
“Some of the workers that have been in contact with me - I absolutely admire and consider to be as
close as a "true/real friend!”
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13. Parents/Youth: Are things better for your family as a result of the services received at
CCTB?

40
33.5

30
25

Percentages

35

21.5

20.5

20

17.5
15

14.5

15

13.5
10

10

10.5

11
9
6

5
0

Parents

Youth

COMMENTS:
Parents:
“XXX nous aident beaucoup comme individuelles et comme famille”
“Excellent service by all! Wait lists and time can really interfere with a child's issues as most often need help
immediately. I realize that is difficult, but might be something to work on”
“Doesn't relate to me on a personal level as parent/caregiver”
“Love bringing my son here for speech - always friendly”
“Wait list was very long. My child was referred here for speech at 18 months old - 6 months for an assessment.
Another few months for "talking with toddlers". Now at 40 months we are in weekly sessions”
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Parents cont’d
“Slow process but is getting there”
“We came quite desperate - I and teacher sees positive improvements, sibling support and learning could be
beneficial as part of the process to learn about behaviours and what they can mean/how to work with and
through them. It is difficult for siblings as well”
“Still new to service; will take time to work on issues”
“Has helped with speech for my older daughter and have notices improvements with my younger daughter as
well now that she is in the speech program”
“She is doing much better than before”
“Je suis trēs satisfaite des programmes offert et des resultants jusqu’a maintenant. J’aimerai juste plus de
participation do mon conjoint”
“XXX is a totally different child since he started the program He couldn't manage his emotions or listen to the
adults around him. He just finished April 27, 2018 and started at St. Jude's School instead of Ogden (referring
school)”
“My son speaks with more confidence and is understood easier by others”
“They are offering services directly to my grandson, his mom and stepdad. Also, they are providing support for
myself and husband who are with my grandson a large part of the time. Things are better at our house because
we are trying to apply what has been suggested. They are still struggling at his house because of the step dad
not buying into the program”
“The workshops have helped me remember how my kids thing and feel and to try to support them through it”
“We are seeing some changes in our child though he just started his appointments”
“Since we began the services here XXX has began to talk a lot more. Talk about his feelings more”
“My daughter's speech is doing a lot better since starting services but we don't see a lot of improvement in the
family setting”
“I don't receive any services but my daughter has been and her speech as drastically improved which has made
my family much better and now my daughter has been able to better communicate what she wants”
“I wish had more access time and days during the week, ie Monday - Friday. Could services be provided outside
of building? ie Movie theatre, home, venues outside the building”
“We are getting tired of having visits here! I think just being in a small room and visits are real short”
“Still in the process...more sessions to come”
“1st time bringing my grandson”
“He is still experiencing speech difficulties however we have received lots of education and advice on stuttering”
“Have just started CBT /DBT”
“In some areas the service has helped significantly. In other areas some challenges remain”
“Child is doing much better with plan for ECE's and ourselves in place. Everyone on same page”
“Everyone works together as a team and it's fantastic to have the support here that my family needs. XXX has
helped my stress level x 100”
“It was the first session but it has given me hope that my daughter will learn to cope with her anxiety. It is an
awesome feeling to know that there is someone there to help”
“Very happy”
“Just his speech has come a long way!”
“XXX is getting more comfortable with XXX each visit”
“I feel fully supported”
“Fully satisfied with all intentions. DBT course was helpful and all sessions attended with her counselor”
“XXX nous a beaucoup aider, c'est une dame exceptionnel avec beaucoup de ressource et d'idees. Je la
remercie pour toutes sont travaille. La raison queles choses ne sant pas ameliorer a la maison ses parceque ics
parents serparee on duez different point do vue”
“XXX has developed through the support and services offered. She is reaching a potential that has continually
amazed her supporters. The information has been helpful and guidance and advice invaluable”
“Great service”
“We just started a few weeks ago”
“Husband cannot come to appointments due to work schedule”
“We are still working; things have improved, but we are still in progress”
“Also the intake worker really took the time to listen and offer appropriate resources this time - one a previous
occasion (over a year ago) a different intake worker did not take as much time to listen and gave limited options”
“Happy with services, thanks!”
“I have had better communication at school and home”
“I can't say enough good things about CCTB”
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Parents cont’d:
“The people at CCTB give us information about events and services that are helpful and we wouldn't know about
otherwise. At speech our concerns for development are addressed. As well developmental difficulties we might
now have even recognized are addressed. All done with respect”
“She does more testing stuff than programs but are still very helpful”
“Keeps my son busy, working on activities ___?___ each week. Keeps me amused watching my kid listen, wake
up early and take charge of his time, do his chores in order to attend. Keeps my family excited, knowing we are
doing something”
“We have many challenges but things are starting to improve”
“I especially appreciate the quality and variety of your PARENT EDUCATION SESSIONS through the years. I
have availed myself of several of them and this has helped to validate my concerns as well as offer
concrete/practical suggestions and help. I've been able to use the information to help in my parenting and in my
teaching career”
“Very happy with the services. Been coming since 2002”
“We can work without worry for my son and he can enjoy his childcare activities. We can enjoy our family”
“I like how everyone who works here are extremely knowledgeable and helpful. My kids' strengths are used as a
"tool" to aid in learning”
“Too early to get full benefit”
“Due to the unique circumstances our family stress has gone down. CCTB Supervised Access program has
allowed us to have a safe place for our grandson to have an ongoing relationship with his mother”
“Daughter is much more emotionally stable with regularly scheduled visits”
“Significantly reduces anxiety related to exchanges”
“The service provided some much needed neutral ground to facilitate exchanges and without the service being
available there would probably still be tension and conflict”
“We just started the visits at the access centre. Strong 10 for our oldest that went through the Day Treatment
program”
“We have utilized the CCTB since son (Autistic) was young. They guided us to every resource to help our son be
his best and grow - the exchange program has been so successful for our son in terms of reduced
anxiety...happier!”

Youth:
“J'ai ressus beaucoup d'aide”
“ne s'applique pas”
“Je ne parle pas souvent de mes problemes familiales”
“My family is mad I'm taking advice from someone besides them”
“A lot of issues are with not the counselors, but my father who rejects family counseling and does not see where
he is wrong. If we could get him to go to family counseling sessions things would be a lot better. Again, no fault
on the counselor's part”
“The family issues haven't resolved as of my family”
“As long as we have continuous support or if we are involved in programs things seem better”
“My family is hard to work with. They don't listen to my counselor”
“I just gave my counselor permission for my family”
“She has been extremely helpful in helping me process and deal with my mental health issues as well as
school/family stressors”
“I don't like her talking to my family”
“It has improved my overall quality of life”
“I have become much better in the way of mental health. My family is still in pieces though”
“It gives me a better opportunity to spend time with my mother”
“Only my 2nd visit”
“The ratings are about 2 years ago. I didn't seem much different from then to now”
“When I first came, I was doing very bad mentally. Now I have significantly improved”
“Stepdad doesn't want to cooperate”
“Just too soon”
“Not all my family is involved”

“It is too soon to really provide any information but I have had positive benefits so far”
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PART SIX: SOCIAL MEDIA
Participants were asked about their use of Social Media in response to the questions below.
14. Are you aware of our social media accounts on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram?
Do you use any of these social media accounts?
70
58% YES

60

51% YES

50
40
30

27% YES

20

18% YES

10
0

Aware?

Use?
Parents

Youth

15. What kinds of information would you like to see on our social media accounts?
Parents:
EDUCATIONAL/INFORMATION
- Divorce and absent parents
- Tips for positive parenting, healthy meal making, and simple activities to encourage healthy brain
development
- Child development, child stages, services, difficult development strategies, nutrition, etc.
- Resources, books, tools to use, maybe positive daily affirmations
- Random tips for common concerns
- Other children’s services and hours of operation
EVENTS
 Dates of workshops, guest speakers etc.
 Fundraising
 Parent/child support/meeting groups
OTHER
 “Anything and everything you offer”
 Success stories or inspirational news
 “Reviews, open discussions, advice”
NOTHING
 “I personally wouldn't use it”
 “Don't access it”
 “None”

Youth:
“Aucune”
“I haven't seen it yet”
“Testimonials with trigger warnings”
“I'm too young for social media”
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PART SEVEN: IMPROVEMENTS
Participants were asked about a better experience at CCTB in response to the questions below.
16. Is there anything we can do to make your experience better at CCTB?
PARENTS
18%

Yes

No

82%

YOUTH

7%

Yes

No

93%
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:
Of 224 adults who responded to this question, 64 provided comments. Of 99 youth who responded to
this question, 14 provided comments. The large majority clearly indicated that improvements are not
required. The following themes were identified for improvements and are listed with a selection of
comments.
RESPONSES FROM ADULTS ONLY:

Suggested Improvements

Some Comments

Improve Wait Times for
Service

Approximately 30% of the comments provided focused on wait
times. Some comments include:
“Getting what we need at the moment”
“Less time on wait lists”
“Updates on where we are on the wait list, so we know how much
longer the wait will be”
“Easier intake process, maybe a chart with examples of services
available”
“The waiting list can be awful when you're waiting 3 years”
“Updates on waitlists”

Improve Accessibility and
Flexibility

Approximately 19% of the comments provided focused on
improved accessibility to services. Some comments include:
“…after school hours would be helpful”
“…other locations to provide other services”
“longer therapy duration; e.g. # of weeks, open programs for dads
and tots (drop in)
“Allow more access, have visitation outside of building”
“More child care for workshops”
“Offer flexible appointment times occasionally such as early evening
and weekend; e.g. one Saturday a month
“Is it possible to leave resources at the local library to use for
speech?”
“More choice in appointment schedule”
“Evening courses”
“More hours for visitation services”
“Hours of operation”
“Decrease length between sessions”

Improve Communication

A small percentage of comments provided focused on improved
communication. Some comments include:
“Kept more up to date with my child's progress”
“Better communication”
“Listening more to the parents, realizing it isn't always parenting and
sometimes it’s biological”
“Communications with partners unable to attend”

Expand/Enhance Services

A small percentage of comments provided focused on ways to
expand or enhance services. Some comments include:
“More funding to allow longer visitation for clients”
“ASD assessment for older child - assessment at 3 years old was
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Suggested Improvements

Some Comments
inconclusive, now at 7 years, still exhibiting symptoms”
“Increase the # of days in the week that the specialist who deals with
Asperger’s kids is available”
“Expand/update the space, allow access to outdoors, provide
additional (emergency) transportation funds”

Continue with Strengths

Approximately 30% of the comments provided focused on the
positive services currently being provided. Some comments
include:
“Very happy with the services my daughter and I receive”
“Great help!”
“You're doing a great job”
“Overall satisfied”
“Service has been excellent”
“Everyone is great”
“Everything is good right now”
“Just keep up the good work”
“I receive all supports I need. If not, CCTB helps me find support
available at other centres like feeding clinic at George Jeffery”
“Nothing will help. It's good where it is”
“Keep up the great work and don't cut services. You are a valuable
resource to any family”

Suggested Improvements from YOUTH:





“Add more free space, stress relieving items or have less talking and more reflective and thinking
time”
“There should be more counselors in school”
“Provide a variety of environments for visits. Some children may not enjoy tv, board games etc.”
More talking to kid than parent

Continue with Strengths







“Besides some more lollipops!”
“I feel like it's as good as it needs to be for me”
“You guys are great and buy quality tea”
“Good how it is”
“You're doing great =)”
“Everything always seems right when I come in”
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PART EIGHT: FRENCH LANGUAGE SERVICES
Participants were asked about their experience if they received services in French at CCTB in
response to the question below.
17. If you received services in French at CCTB, were you satisfied with the service?

Youth

Parents
59%

No
43%

41%

Yes
57%

90.5% of parent participants and 83% of youth participants indicated this question was Not Applicable
(N/A). The above results were recalculated eliminating the N/A responses due to the high number of
responses in this category.
21 Parents and 17 Youth responded to this question

COMMENTS:
Parents:
“Did not ask, but I am bilingual - French and English”
“I don't understand French myself”
“My first language is French but receiving services in English”
“Oui, XXX etoit excellent nous a aider pendant notre cheminiment”
“XXX is awesome!!”
“But the services are few and far between”
“I don't speak French”

Youth:
“I can speak French though, and haven't been spoken with French”
“Don't speak”
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PART NINE: PARENT SUPPORT
The Parent Council requested that a question be asked about potential Parent Support Groups.
18. Our Parent Council would like to know if you think a Parent/Caregiver-Led Support Group at
CCTB would be helpful?
Yes

No

31%

69%
COMMENTS:
The large majority of comments provided reasons why they would want a Support Group:
 “To help struggling parents have a place to talk”
 “For those that may need it
 “Even though I am not in counseling, I think the more support a parent has the easier/better
things will be.
 “May provide other ideas as well as support”
 “Yes, because it will be helpful for parents”
 “There really is nothing like this in Thunder Bay. I would attend a group like this”
 “Yes to support parents and offer communication from others who are going through same
from a peer based standpoint”
 Parent support is always helpful. Not sure I understand Parent-Led”
 “Involve families more”
 “Maybe to support parents with multiple issues especially”
 “The more information CCTB has the better service it can give”
 “Parents can often feel "alone" when dealing with unfamiliar parenting issues that come up
unexpectedly. While waiting for the appropriate counseling it would be helpful to know of and
meet with parents also facing the same challenges”
 “This sounds like a great idea!”
 “Always. Any form of support is positive. Helps us to all relate and feel heard”
 “It's nice to meet other parents who are in the same situation”
Many comments suggested the type of Support Group that would be helpful:
 “On-line would also be helpful”
 “Specifically for dads”
 “For FASD kids and caregivers”
 “There used to be an Autism Support group here that was great but it seems to have
disappeared”
 “My son needs a professional led group”
 “But specified to certain things (LGBT, ADHD, etc.)”
 “Helpful for kinship families”
 “Parents of ADHD/ASD children”
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PART TEN: CLOSING QUESTIONS
Parents/Youth were asked some optional questions regarding personal information as
indicated below.
What is your name?




111 out of 251 parents responded (compared to 2016: 130 out of 312)
43 out of 110 youth participants responded (compared to 2016: 18 out of 60)

Would you be willing to join in any upcoming focus groups at CCTB?

PARENTS

2018

2016

2018

2016

YES

46%

44%

69

86

NO

54%

56%

81

108

YOUTH

2018

2016

2018

2016

YES

26%

29%

14

7

NO

74%

71%

40

17

Would you like to have a follow up conversation to discuss anything in this Survey?

PARENTS

2018

2016

2018

2016

YES

19%

14%

28

27

NO

81%

86%

118

162

YOUTH

2018

2016

2018

YES

11%

9%

6

2

NO

89%

91%

49

20

2016

If you answered yes to either of the above, please provide contact information.



~ 67 parents responded (compared to 2016: 117)



~ 10 youth responded (compared to 2016: 9)
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DATA COMPARISONS
Data trends allow us to assess how response data has changed over time. Although the CSQ/CEQ
changes from one year to the next, there are several key issues that remain integrated within the
questions.

Data comparisons drawn from the CSQ/CEQ’s
have been analyzed in various key areas over the
past four to six years and are summarized and
illustrated below.

The Plan-Do-Check-Act Cycle helps establish a reiterative process of continuous
improvement. The cycle is based on the premise that improvement comes from the
application of knowledge. Through implementation we learn what works and what does not
work.






PLAN what is needed
DO it
CHECK that it works
ACT to improve
performance

Overall, the data comparisons below for adults and youth, demonstrate some key
areas of:
 Decline
 Relative Stability
 Improvement
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The following data compares “Strongly Agree” responses in 5 key areas (also includes N/A
response option).

Adults
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Respect

Diversity

Strengths

Easy to
Understand

Involves Others

2014

82%

62%

62%

74%

61%

2016

79%

64%

62%

74%

62%

2018

87%

68%

51%

71%

62%

Youth
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Respect

Diversity

Strengths

Easy to
Understand

Involves
Others

2016

68%

49%

49%

58%

41%

2018

74%

63%

43%

49%

39%

NOTE: Youth were not provided with a separate Questionnaire in 2014 so there is no data available.
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CHALLENGES/BARRIERS
The following data compares identified challenges/ barriers that interfere with clients’ ability to
get services at CCTB:
In 2014, an open-ended question was included in the CSQ, asking participants to identify any
challenges or barriers as highlighted below:

Identified Challenges/Barriers

Percentage

Scheduling Conflicts

34%

Other

21%

Transportation

18%

Wait Times

12%

In 2016, a series of options were provided based on the results from 2014. “Wait Times/List” was not
an option as this was viewed as more of an organizational challenge rather than a personal challenge
or barrier. However 20% of participants still identified “Other” as a key issue, notably indicating that
this was specifically about “Wait Times/List.” As a result, this option was included in the 2018 CEQ
as illustrated below.
50%

43%

40%

NOTE: In 2018, 54% also identified
the Wait List as a barrier/challenge.

39%

30%

23%

21%

22%

15%

20%

Adults

14%

15%

10%
0%
Work Schedule

Hours of Operation

2016
50%

43%

40%

Transportation

2018
NOTE: In 2018, 19% also identified
the Wait List as a barrier/challenge.

39%

30%

23% 22%

21%
20%

Personal
Commitments

15%

14% 15%

18% 16%

Transportation

Location

Youth

10%
0%
Work Schedule

Hours of
Operation

Personal
Commitments

2016

2018
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NEXT STEPS
As part of CCTB’s commitment to quality, the QA Sub-Committee has recommended that the following
areas be brought forward for further examination. Parent/youth focus groups may help facilitate an
opportunity to gain a greater understanding of the identified issues as well as an opportunity to seek
out solutions for continuous improvement.

Improve Wait
Times/List

In comparison to the 2016 CEQ results overall, there is some indication that
there is some improvement in this area. A specific question regarding access
to services was included on the last survey and virtually every comment
focused on the need for shorter wait times. This issue repeatedly arose
throughout the last survey within various questions. Although, this theme
was clearly present in the 2018 CEQ results, there is a sense that it is not as
pronounced as it was two years ago. However 30% of comments for
improvement pointed to the need to improve wait times and 54% identified
this as a major barrier/challenge to getting services at CCTB.
Recognizing that a lot of work has been done in this area, particularly
through the Intake function and First Connection program, it may simply be a
matter of ongoing monitoring at this point.

Challenges/Barriers Parents/Youth have both identified that their own schedules (work or
personal) can be a barrier to getting CCTB services at CCTB. Many
comments were made suggesting greater flexibility in scheduling
appointments is required. It is not entirely clear what this means. This will be
explored further.

.

Strengths
&
Culture,
Values,
Diversity

2 Questions: “CCTB reminds me of my strengths” and “CCTB embraces my
culture, values & diversity”

Parent Support
Groups

The Parent Council requested that a question be asked about the potential
for Parent Support Groups led by parents/caregivers. The large majority of
comments provided reasons why they would want a Support Group and
many comments suggested the type of Support Group that would be helpful.
Further consultation and collaboration with the Parent Council will be
required.

French Language
Services

Although the number of responses for using French Language Services
(FLS) was relatively small, there was a relatively high number of responses
that indicated dissatisfaction with FLS received. This area requires further
exploration as to the root cause.

It is noted that “Strongly Agree” is much lower in these questions in
comparison to other key questions. It is also noted that this rating declined
for both youth and parents re: Strengths in comparison to 2016 data
although it improved re: Diversity. It is also noted that there is a higher N/A
rating in both of these areas which requires further clarity.
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